A random access memory addressing system utilizing optical links between memory and the read/write logic circuits comprises addressing circuits including a plurality of light signal sources, a plurality of optical gates including optical detectors associated with the memory cells, and a holographic optical element adapted to reflect and direct the light signals to the desired memory cell locations. More particularly, it is a multi-port, binary computer memory for interfacing with a plurality of computers. There are a plurality of storage cells for containing bits of binary information, the storage cells being disposed at the intersections of a plurality of row conductors and a plurality of column conductors. There is interfacing logic for receiving information from the computers directing access to ones of the storage cells. There are first light sources associated with the interfacing logic for transmitting a first light beam with the access information modulated thereon. First light detectors are associated with the storage cells for receiving the first light beam, for generating an electrical signal containing the access information, and for conducting the electrical signal to the one of the storage cells to which it is directed. There are holographic optical elements for reflecting the first light beam from the first light sources to the first light detectors.
MULTI-PORT, OPTICALLY ADDRESSED RAM

The invention described herein was made in the performance of work under a NASA contract, and is subject to the provisions of Public Law 96-517 (35 USC 202) in which the Contractor has elected to retain title.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to computer memory and, more particularly, to a binary computer memory having a plurality of storage cells for containing bits of binary information and logic for receiving information from an outside source directing access to ones of the storage cells, to the improvement comprising, first light source means associated with the logic for transmitting a first light beam with the access information modulated thereon; first light detecting means associated with the storage cells for receiving said first light beam, for generating an electrical signal containing the access information, and for conducting said electrical signal to the one of the storage cells to which it is directed; and, reflecting means for reflecting said first light beam from said first light source means to said first light detecting means.

A typical computer random access memory (RAM) and its manner of access is depicted in simplified form in FIG. 1. The RAM 10 is comprised of a plurality of layers 12 each containing one bit position of the words or bytes contained in the RAM 10. To read from or write to the RAM 10, the computer 14 sends an address of the data on parallel line 16 and the data is transferred over parallel line 18. The bit from each layer 12, of course, is accessed from its position on the parallel data line 18. Each layer 12 appears as shown in FIG. 2. The storage cells 20 for the individual bits are arranged in a rectangular matrix of rows 22 and columns 24. To access the bits in the cells 20, there is an X-decoder 26 which employs the row address information from the address line 16 and a Y-decoder 28 which employs the column address information from the address line 16. The two decoders 26, 28 then employ the address information provided to access the cell 20 (either to read or write) which is located at the intersection of the row and column specified. This mode of operation is well known to those skilled in the art.

Actual accessing of the cells 20 of a RAM such as 10 is conventionally done by means of metal or polysilicon conductive strips 30 connected from the decoders 26, 28 at the edges of the RAM chip to and interconnecting the plurality of memory cells 20. Dynamic RAM memories require the distribution of many different clock phases for addressing, refreshing, and sensing operations. Each cell 20 must be clocked periodically, both to retain and to shift its information to the next cell, for dynamic shift registers store information by circulating bits in bucket-brigade fashion. Distribution of these clock signals is also accomplished by the conductive strips 30 whose lengths often limit clock speed. By eliminating long strobe lines on the chip, higher clock speeds would be possible.

Static RAMs also require select and clock lines for addressing the individual memory cells 20. These cells are larger than their dynamic counterparts, owing to the larger number of active elements required to retain data without shifting. Although the individual memory cells themselves can be designed for speeds exceeding 50 MHz, or access delays significantly less than 20 nanoseconds, these speeds are seldom achieved due to transmission delays associated with the address and data lines that perform cell selection. On large RAMs, a large portion of this delay can be attributed to driving the highly resistive and capacitive loads of these lines.

All the conductive paths must be electrically isolated where they cross; the large number required introduces severe geometric restraints on circuit design. Additionally, polysilicon lines in CMOS circuits introduce significant delays which, in some cases, can limit the speed of the overall device.

STATEMENT OF THE INVENTION

This invention provides a method and apparatus for conducting signal within a RAM structure, or the like, which eliminates the above-described problems and limitation associated with the use of polysilicon conductive paths and similar materials. In particular, this invention provides for optical coupling between portions of a memory and the ability to provide a multi-ported memory for concurrent use by a plurality of computers without the access line limitations normally associated with attempts to provide such multi-user memory capability.

More specifically, this invention is a multi-port, binary computer memory for interfacing with a plurality of computers comprising, a plurality of storage cells for containing bits of binary information, the storage cells being disposed at the intersections of a plurality of row conductors and a plurality of column conductors; interfacing logic means for receiving information from the computers directing access to ones of the storage cells; first light source means associated with the interfacing logic means for transmitting a first light beam with the access information modulated thereon, the first light source means including a plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of the row conductors; first light detecting means associated with the storage cells for receiving the first light beam, for generating an electrical signal containing the access information, and for conducting the electrical signal to the on of the storage cells to which it is directed, the first light detector means including a plurality of light beam detectors inserted into respective ones of the row conductors to divide the row conductors into sub-rows; second light source means for transmitting a second light beam with the clock signal modulated thereon; a plurality of second light detecting means associated with the storage cells for receiving the second light beam, for generating an electrical clock signal therefrom, and for conducting the electrical clock signal to the ones of the storage cells associated with respective ones of the second light detecting means; and, reflecting means for reflecting the first light beam from the first light source means to the first light detecting means, the reflecting means including broadcast means for reflecting the second light beam from the second light source means to the plurality of second light detecting means.

In the preferred embodiment, the storage cells are disposed at the intersections of a plurality of row conductors and a plurality of column conductors and, the first light source means includes a plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of the row conductors; and, the first light detector means includes a plurality of light beam-detectors corresponding to respective ones of the row conductors.
plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of the column conductors; and, the first light detector means includes a plurality of light beam detectors corresponding to respective ones of the column conductors. For added performance capability, the first light source means includes a plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of the column conductors; and, the first light detector means includes means for reflecting the third light beam from the HOE, thus providing an efficient method of providing timing for the RAM memory by a holographic optical element (HOE), not shown for simplicity, in the manner of the prior art RAMS using light signals according to the present invention. By separating the read-write (R/W) logic from the RAM proper, and driving individual diode laser sources with each of the required accessing signals, optical R/W signals are produced. These light signals can then be directed to the required locations on the RAM by a holographic optical element (HOE), not shown for simplicity, in the manner of the prior art depicted and discussed above. In the present invention, special gate circuits, called optical gate cells (OGCs), consisting of an optical detector—such as a photodiode—and an inverter, are used to transform the optical light signals to electronic logic level electrical signals usable by the RAM cells. Several tested examples of OGCs according to the present invention will be described in detail later herein.

The HOE, which is an existing device and functional gate cell employed in the present invention. By focusing a lens or mirror, which intercepts the light signal, directed away from the plane of the wafer, and refocuses the light at the required point. Unlike a conventional lens or mirror, the HOE can superimpose a number of optical elements into a single component, so that one source can be simultaneously imaged onto several detectors, for optical fanning. This capability is ideally suited to the broadcasting of the clock signals. Typically the same clock signal is used for all the memory cells 20; thus, optical broadcast clock distribution provides an efficient method of providing timing for the RAM memory 10 residing on a single chip. Using current silicon VLSI technology, a single laser source could broadcast a clock signal via a HOE to a two-dimensional array of silicon detectors, each placed at a memory cell. Thus, in its most basic embodiment as depicted in FIG. 6, the RAM memory 10 comprises an X-decoder and laser driver 26 which is connected to receive the row address information from the address line 16, decode it, and drive the appropriate row laser 48 which sends a light signal to the associated row detector.
or OGC 50 for the addressed row 22 of the RAM 10'. There is also a corresponding Y-decoder and laser driver 28' which is connected to receive the column address information from the address line 16, decode it, and drive the appropriate column laser 52 which sends a light signal to the associated column detector or OGC 54 for the addressed column 24 of the RAM 10'. A single clock-broadcasting laser 55 is the source of the optical clock signal which is broadcast by reflection of the HOE to the required multiple destinations as provided.

By using a number of sub-row OGCs 50' along each memory cell row 22 and sub-column OGCs 54' along each memory cell column 24 to divide the length of the polysilicon conductive strips 30 into shorter lengths, the delay can be reduced proportionately, and thus the access time speeded up. This approach is shown in the embodiment of FIG. 7 wherein the RAM is generally indicated as 10'. Using a rather modest HOE fanout of four, for example, it can be shown that a speedup factor in access time of nearly ten can be achieved by driving the address lines by optical means. As an example, one can partition each existing address line into four, resulting in a commensurate reduction in the propagation delay of the lines. Furthermore, if each segment of conductive strip 30 is driven from its center, an additional factor of two in reduction of delay will be obtained, resulting in an overall eight-fold speedup. Higher fanout ratios will permit the overall RAM access speed to approach the memory cell speed asymptotically.

The tested embodiments of the present invention, as shown in FIGS. 6 and 7, employed optical signal transmission only for addressing and clock distribution. The actual transfer of data to and from the RAM 10" was over the solid wire and conductive paths of the prior art. In the preferred embodiment of the present invention as depicted in FIG. 8, data gather and transmit logic 56 interfaces with the memory cells 20 and communicates the data optically between the RAM 10" and the computer (not shown) in the same manner as described above employing data output laser 58 and data input OGC 60. This embodiment will require the perfection of GaAs technology for the formation of the transmitting data output laser 58 as part of the RAM chip.

As depicted in FIG. 9, the optically intra-connected and accessed memory of the present invention in its preferred embodiment provides the capability for a multiprocessor computer system 62 having virtually unlimited access to the shared multi-port optical ram 10". Whereas in the prior art the CPUs 64 had to be physically connected to the shared RAM limiting the number of accessing CPUs 64 to the available space for connective wiring on the RAM's chip, in the shared multi-port optical ram 10" of the present invention, the limiting factor is the number of fanout positions capable of being provided by the HOE 36. To add a new CPU 64 to the system 62, the optical interconnection via the HOE 36 need only be established. Since a typical HOE 36 can provide millions of reflective points on its surface within an appropriate area, the number of accessing CPUs 64 possible is virtually unlimited. Note also the use of the single clock source laser 55 which is broadcast to the cells of the memory from the HOE 36 as described earlier herein.

Having thus described the present invention in its various embodiments in a general manner and having shown a multi-processor system with shared memory made possible by the present invention, the specifics of OGCs and tested embodiments of the applicants herein will now be described.

As mentioned earlier, the idea of holographic optical interconnection is to direct the optical output of a chip (e.g. in the decoders/drivers 26, 28') to the HOE which sends the signal to the RAM driver 26, 28' mounted on the RAM chip. The optical interconnection via the HOE is broadcast to the appropriate column detector or OGC in the same manner as described above employing data output laser 58 and data input OGC 60. This embodiment will require the perfection of GaAs technology for the formation of the transmitting data output laser 58 as part of the RAM chip.

The tested embodiments of the present invention, as shown in FIG. 7, employed optical signal transmission only for addressing and clock distribution. The actual transfer of data to and from the RAM 10" was over the solid wire and conductive paths of the prior art. In the preferred embodiment of the present invention as depicted in FIG. 8, data gather and transmit logic 56 interfaces with the memory cells 20 and communicates the data optically between the RAM 10" and the computer (not shown) in the same manner as described above employing data output laser 58 and data input OGC 60. This embodiment will require the perfection of GaAs technology for the formation of the transmitting data output laser 58 as part of the RAM chip.
The input RC elements \(72, 74\) actually form a first gain stage and determine the initial amplification and bandwidth. A higher RC product directly translates to a greater sensitivity (but less bandwidth), thereby necessitating less post amplification. The intermediate gain stage \(G\) \(76\) boosts the signal level in order to decrease the voltage swing required from the detector. Finally, the threshold element \(78\) re-establishes the \(1/0\) output level.

The turn-on delay (\(t_{on}\)) is defined as the time from the onset of light impinging on the photodetector of the photocurrent source \(70\) to the time that the OGC voltage output passes \(50\%\). \(t_{on}\) is composed of two terms: \(t_{on-D}\), the turn-on delay through the detector node, and \(t_{op-D}\), the turn-on delay through the inverter, which is about \(2\) ns. Similar arguments apply to turn-off delay. By matching the initial and final conditions of \(t_{on-D}\) and \(t_{op-D}\) we obtain:

\[
\begin{align*}
C_{in} \frac{P_{ph}}{G_{p}P_{ph}} + 2 \text{ ns for large } R_{in} & = 11 \text{ ns at } G = 1, P_{ph} = 20 \mu W, C_{in} = 30 \text{ fF} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Observe that this depends largely on \(R_{in}\).

Weak Pull-Down OGC—The simplest OGC consists of a detector, resistive load, and amplifier/decision stage realized by a two transistor inverter as shown in FIG. 11. With an optical input, the detector delivers a constant current to the inverter node. When the light turns off, the pull-down element (MI) provides a discharge path for the charge storage in the stray capacitive elements connected to this node. The inverter switches abruptly at about \(2.5\) V, thus providing some edge sharpening and thresholding. One problem with the weak pull-down OGC is that the resistance of the active load changes dynamically over several decades as the light turns on or off. Furthermore, the circuit conditions are different for the rise and fall states, contributing to asymmetry. Assuming \(C_{in} = 30\text{ fF}, R_{in} = 1\mu m\) ohm, from the equations above, \(t_{on} = 11\) ns and \(t_{off} = 44\) ns, which agree quite well with the SPICE simulation results shown in Table 1. It was experimentally determined that the load resistance is over a megohm when current approaches zero. The experimentally determined asymmetry in delay times is more serious than predicted by SPICE simulation.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol(s)</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photocurrent</td>
<td>(I_{ph})</td>
<td>(P_{ph} = 60 \mu W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Resistance</td>
<td>(R_{eq})</td>
<td>(100 \text{ k ohm} \text{ and up})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain, Gate Voltage</td>
<td>(V_{G}, V_{P})</td>
<td>(60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold Voltage</td>
<td>(V_{th})</td>
<td>(70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Voltage</td>
<td>(V_{out})</td>
<td>(70)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The evolution of the OGC design of the applicants \(72, 74\) actually form a first gain stage and determine the initial amplification and bandwidth. A higher RC product directly translates to a greater sensitivity (but less bandwidth), thereby necessitating less post amplification. The intermediate gain stage \(G\) \(76\) boosts the signal level in order to decrease the voltage swing required from the detector. Finally, the threshold element \(78\) re-establishes the \(1/0\) output level.

The turn-on delay (\(t_{on}\)) is defined as the time from the onset of light impinging on the photodetector of the photocurrent source \(70\) to the time that the OGC voltage output passes \(50\%\). \(t_{on}\) is composed of two terms: \(t_{on-D}\), the turn-on delay through the detector node, and \(t_{op-D}\), the turn-on delay through the inverter, which is about \(2\) ns. Similar arguments apply to turn-off delay. By matching the initial and final conditions of \(t_{on-D}\) and \(t_{op-D}\) we obtain:

\[
\begin{align*}
C_{in} \frac{P_{ph}}{G_{p}P_{ph}} + 2 \text{ ns for large } R_{in} & = 11 \text{ ns at } G = 1, P_{ph} = 20 \mu W, C_{in} = 30 \text{ fF} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Observe that this depends largely on \(R_{in}\).

Weak Pull-Down OGC—The simplest OGC consists of a detector, resistive load, and amplifier/decision stage realized by a two transistor inverter as shown in FIG. 11. With an optical input, the detector delivers a constant current to the inverter node. When the light turns off, the pull-down element (MI) provides a discharge path for the charge storage in the stray capacitive elements connected to this node. The inverter switches abruptly at about \(2.5\) V, thus providing some edge sharpening and thresholding. One problem with the weak pull-down OGC is that the resistance of the active load changes dynamically over several decades as the light turns on or off. Furthermore, the circuit conditions are different for the rise and fall states, contributing to asymmetry. Assuming \(C_{in} = 30\text{ fF}, R_{in} = 1\mu m\) ohm, from the equations above, \(t_{on} = 11\) ns and \(t_{off} = 44\) ns, which agree quite well with the SPICE simulation results shown in Table 1. It was experimentally determined that the load resistance is over a megohm when current approaches zero. The experimentally determined asymmetry in delay times is more serious than predicted by SPICE simulation.
Low Impedance OGC—an improvement on the simple OGC design may be made by changing M1 to an N-type device and reconfiguring the lower portion of the input node (M1 and M2) into a current mirror as shown in FIG. 12. The photocurrent impressed on the drain of M1 now appears at the drain of M2, thereby improving linearity. Discharge, however, is still a problem; but, can be controlled by adding a pull-up load (M4) that biases M1. Since M1 never turns off, its impedance is more regulated toward the low range (100 K ohm), which improves both the symmetry and speed. Another advantage is that the detector node voltage can be prebiased closer to the inverter threshold, thereby improving the sensitivity and symmetry somewhat more. A disadvantage is that more real-estate and greater power is consumed by adding bits. Also, noise immunity from the supply rails may be degraded. This effect can be especially significant in CMOS logic.

High Impedance OGC—A further improvement in the sensitivity and power consumption can be made by increasing the Thevenin equivalent impedance of the pull up/down divider until the RC time constant becomes equal to the logic speed. One way of implementing this while maintaining some linearity is to use a cascaded P-type/N-type pair, as shown in FIG. 13. The values shown result in a 20% improvement in the sensitivity and a four-fold decrease in the quiescent current consumption.

While the currently developed OGCs described above possess stable performance, good symmetry, and speed, their sensitivity still lies far below the state of the art in fiber optic receiver technology employing discrete components. About a 30 dB improvement is still possible by one of two approaches: (1) increasing the load resistance and providing post-amplifier equalization (also called an integrating front-end, since the detector node waveform is typically slower than the desired bit rate), or (2) employing an transimpedance amplifier. The former has a limited dynamic range if the bit rate is expected to vary over a large range, while the latter is generally more complex and has slightly less sensitivity, but can tolerate very large range of bit rates and input signal levels. Both of these are to be investigated in future work.

A summary of the performance of the three previously described OGC circuits is shown in Table 1. Observe that the weak pull-down OGC of FIG. 11 possesses a moderate amount of pulse asymmetry. It did, however, have the best sensitivity (5 μA) and lowest current consumption (1.7 μA). The high impedance OGC of FIG. 13 provides a great improvement in both the speed and symmetry while increasing the current consumption only slightly (to 2.0 μA). Finally, the low impedance OGC of FIG. 12 has the fastest response, very good symmetry, but at a sacrifice of four-fold increase in current consumption.

In general, the response of a photodiode is limited by a combination of three factors: drift time in the depletion region, capacitance of the depletion region, and diffusion of carriers. For a vertical diode of 6 μm × 6 μm, the drift time is negligible, but carriers generated outside the depletion region must diffuse to the junction, resulting in considerable time delay. The diffusion time for holes which are the carriers collected by the junction in the detectors can be estimated by using the expression:

\[ t_{\text{on}} = \frac{V_{\text{th}}}{P_{\text{ph}}} = (1.386 \ C_{\text{in}} V_{\text{th}}/P_{\text{ph}}) + 218 \]

where

\[ R_{\text{in}} = \frac{P_{\text{ph}}}{V_{\text{th}}} \]

is correlated with \( V_{\text{th}} \) and \( P_{\text{ph}} \) for symmetry. Also, \( t_{\text{on}} \) (toff) is about 12 ns, assuming light power is 20 μW, threshold voltage is 2.5 V, and input capacitance is 30 fF. Those agree quite well with the SPICE simulation results for the low impedance OGC.

As for the weak pull-down OGC, the impedance of the load becomes very large as the voltage across the drain and source of the load transistor drops below 1 V. It can be derived from the earlier equation herein that:

\[ R_{\text{in}} \text{ is correlated with } V_{\text{th}} \text{ and } P_{\text{ph}} \text{ for symmetry. Also, } t_{\text{on}} \text{ (toff) is about 12 ns, assuming light power is 20 μW, threshold voltage is 2.5 V, and input capacitance is 30 fF. Those agree quite well with the SPICE simulation results for the low impedance OGC.} \]

A numerical estimation gives a turn-on delay of 11 ns and turn-off delay of 44 ns (assuming a light input power of 20 μW, threshold voltage of 2.5 V, input capacitance of 30 fF and input impedance of 1 MΩ), which agree well with the SPICE simulation results. SPICE simulation results of the three designs—the weak pull-down OGC, the low impedance OGC and the high impedance OGC—are summarized in Table 1. From SPICE simulation, it is determined that the low impedance OGC provides symmetrical turn on/off delay of 13 ns at 20 μW light power input. The dynamic range is about 10 dB and the size of the layout is about 70 μm by 70 μm. From 10 to 50 μW, the turn on/off delay appears fairly close, i.e., within 50% of each other. A full transimpedance design may provide 30 dB more sensitivity at additional component complexity and power consumption.
We claim:
1. In a binary computer memory having a plurality of storage cells for containing bits of binary information and logic at a location removed from close proximity to the storage cells for receiving information from an outside source directing access to ones of the storage cells, the improvement comprising:
   (a) first light source means associated with the logic for transmitting a first light beam with the access information modulated thereon;
   (b) first light detecting means associated with the storage cells for receiving said first light beam, for generating an electrical signal containing the access information, and for conducting said electrical signal to one of the storage cells to which it is directed; and,
   (c) reflecting means disposed between said first light source means and said first light detecting means for reflecting said first light beam from said first light source means to said first light detecting means.

2. The improvement to a computer memory of claim 1 wherein the storage cells are controlled by a clock signal and additionally comprising:
   (a) second light source means for transmitting a second light beam with the clock signal modulated thereon;
   (b) a plurality of second light detecting means associated with the storage cells for receiving said second light beam, for generating an electrical clock signal therefrom, and for conducting said electrical clock signal to the ones of the storage cells associated with respective ones of said second light detecting means; and,
   (c) said reflecting means including broadcast means for reflecting said second light beam from said second light source means to said plurality of second light detecting means.

3. The improvement to a computer memory of claim 1 wherein the storage cells are disposed at the intersections of a plurality of row conductors and a plurality of column conductors and wherein:
   (a) said first light source means includes a plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of said row conductors; and,
   (b) said first light detector means includes a plurality of light beam detectors inserted into respective ones of said row conductors to divide said row conductors into sub-rows.

4. The improvement to a computer memory of claim 3 wherein:
   (a) said first light source means includes a plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of said column conductors; and,
   (b) said first light detector means includes a plurality of light beam detectors corresponding to respective ones of said column conductors.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OGC</th>
<th>CIRCUIT</th>
<th>Response time (ns)</th>
<th>Pmin (mW)</th>
<th>Dyn. metric (μm²)</th>
<th>Idd (μA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>weak</td>
<td>pull-down</td>
<td>10 30 5</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low Z</td>
<td>13 10 10 8</td>
<td>best</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>702</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high Z</td>
<td>12 22 8</td>
<td>80 OK</td>
<td>702</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. The improvement to a computer memory of claim 1 wherein the storage cells are disposed at the intersections of a plurality of row conductors and a plurality of column conductors and wherein:
   (a) said first light source means includes a plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of said row conductors; and,
   (b) said first light detector means includes a plurality of light beam detectors inserted into respective ones of said row conductors to divide said row conductors into sub-rows.

6. The improvement to a computer memory of claim 5 wherein:
   (a) said first light source means includes a plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of said column conductors; and,
   (b) said first light detector means includes a plurality of light beam detectors inserted into respective ones of said column conductors to divide said column conductors into sub-columns.

7. The improvement to a computer memory of claim 1 and additionally comprising:
   (a) data interfacing logic means connected to the storage cells for conducting data into and out of the storage cells;
   (b) third light source means operably connected to said data interfacing logic means for transmitting to the outside source a third light beam having data from the storage cells modulated thereon;
   (c) third light detecting means operably connected to said data interfacing logic means for receiving from the outside source a fourth light beam containing data to be written into the storage cells modulated thereon, for generating an electrical data signal therefrom, and for conducting said electrical data signal to said data interfacing logic means to be written by said data interfacing logic means into the ones of the storage cells to which it is directed; and,
   (d) said reflecting means including means for reflecting said third light beam from said third light source means to the outside source and for reflecting said fourth light beam from the outside source to said third light detecting means.

8. In a binary computer memory having a plurality of storage cells for containing bits of binary information and logic at a location removed from close proximity to the storage cells for receiving information from an outside source directing access to one of the storage cells, the improved method of operation comprising the steps of:
   (a) transmitting a first light beam with the access information modulated thereon from a light beam transmitting source;
   (b) receiving and reflecting the first light beam towards a first light beam detector at a first location removed from the site at which the first light beam is transmitted;
   (c) receiving the reflected first light beam at the first light beam detector at a second location removed from the site at which the first light beam is received and reflected;
   (d) generating an electrical signal containing the access information from the reflected first light beam; and,
   (e) conducting the electrical signal to the one of the storage cells to which it is directed.
9. The method of claim 8 wherein the storage cells are controlled by a clock signal and additionally comprising the steps of:
(a) transmitting a second light beam with the clock signal modulated thereon from a second light beam source;
(b) reflecting a plurality of the second light beams from the second light beam source towards a plurality of second light beam detectors associated with the storage cells;
(c) receiving the plurality of reflected second light beams at the plurality of second light beam detectors;
(d) generating electrical clock signals from the plurality of reflected second light beams at respective ones of the second light beam detectors and;
(e) conducting the electrical clock signals to the ones of the storage cells associated with respective ones of the second light beam detectors.
10. The method of claim 8 wherein the storage cells are disposed at the intersections of a plurality of row conductors and a plurality of column conductors and wherein:
(a) said step of transmitting a first light beam with the access information modulated thereon from a first light beam transmitting source includes the step of transmitting the first light beams from one of a plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of the row conductors and;
(b) said step of receiving the reflected first light beam at the first light beam detector includes the step of receiving the first light beam at one of a plurality of first light beam detectors corresponding to respective ones of the row conductors.
11. The method of claim 8 wherein the storage cells are disposed at the intersections of a plurality of row conductors and a plurality of column conductors and wherein:
(a) said step of transmitting a first light beam with the access information modulated thereon from a first light beam transmitting source includes the step of transmitting the first light beams from one of a plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of the column conductors and;
(b) said step of receiving the reflected first light beam at the first light beam detector includes the step of receiving the first light beam at one of a plurality of first light beam detectors corresponding to respective ones of the column conductors.
12. The method of claim 8 and additionally comprising the steps of:
(a) connecting data interfacing logic means to the storage cells to transmit data into and out of the storage cells;
(b) transmitting to the outside source from a third light beam source a third light beam having data from the storage cells modulated thereon;
(c) receiving from the outside source at a third light beam detector a fourth light beam containing data to be written into the storage cells modulated thereon;
(d) generating an electrical data signal from the fourth light beam; and,
(e) conducting the electrical data signal to the data interfacing logic means to be written by the data interfacing logic means into the ones of the storage cells to which it is directed.
13. The method of claim 12 and additionally comprising the steps of:
(a) reflecting the third light beam from the third light beam source to the outside source and;
(b) reflecting the fourth light beam from the outside source to the third light beam detector.
14. A binary computer memory for interfacing with a computer comprising:
(a) a plurality of storage cells for containing bits of binary information;
(b) interfacing logic means disposed at a location removed from close proximity to said storage cells for receiving information from the computer directing access to ones of said storage cells;
(c) first light source means associated with said interfacing logic means for transmitting a first light beam with said access information modulated thereon;
(d) first light detecting means associated said storage cells for receiving said first light beam, for generating an electrical signal containing said access information, and for conducting said electrical signal to the one of said storage cells to which it is directed and;
(e) reflecting means disposed between said first light source means and said first light detecting means for reflecting said first light beam from said first light source means to said first light detecting means.
15. The computer memory of claim 14 wherein said storage cells are controlled by a clock signal and additionally comprising:
(a) second light source means for transmitting a second light beam with the clock signal modulated thereon;
(b) plurality of second light detecting means associated with said storage cells for receiving said second light beam, for generating an electrical clock signal therefrom, and for conducting said electrical clock signal to the one of said storage cells associated with respective ones of said second light detecting means; and,
(c) said reflecting means including broadcast means for reflecting said second light beam from said second light source means to said plurality of second light detecting means.
16. The computer memory of claim 14 wherein said storage cells are disposed at the intersections of a plurality of row conductors and a plurality of column conductors and wherein:
(a) said first light source means includes a plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of said row conductors and;
(b) said first light detector means includes a plurality of light beam-detectors corresponding to respective ones of said column conductors.
17. The computer memory of claim 16 wherein:
(a) said first light source means includes a plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of said row conductors and;
(b) said first light detector means includes a plurality of light beam detectors corresponding to respective ones of said column conductors.
18. The computer memory of claim 14 wherein said storage cells are disposed at the intersections of a plural-
ity of row conductors and a plurality of column conductors and wherein:

(a) said first light source means includes a plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of said row conductors; and,
(b) said first light detector means includes a plurality of light beam detectors inserted into respective ones of said row conductors to divide said row conductors into sub-rows.

19. The computer memory of claim 18 wherein:

(a) said first light source means includes a plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of said column conductors; and,
(b) said first light detector means includes a plurality of light beam detectors inserted into respective ones of said column conductors to divide said column conductors into sub-columns.

20. The computer memory of claim 14 and additionally comprising:

(a) data interfacing logic means connected to said storage cells for conducting data into and out of said storage cells;
(b) third light source means operably connected to said data interfacing logic means for transmitting to the computer a third light beam having data from said storage cells modulated thereon;
(c) third light detecting means operably connected to said data interfacing logic means for receiving from the computer a fourth light beam containing data to be written into said storage cells modulated thereon, for generating an electrical data signal therefrom, and for conducting said electrical data signal to said data interfacing logic means to be written by said data interfacing logic means into the ones of said storage cells to which it is directed; and,
(d) said reflecting means including means for reflecting said third light beam from said third light source means to the computer and for reflecting said fourth light beam from the computer to said third light detecting means.

21. A multi-port, binary computer memory for interfacing with a plurality of computers comprising:

(a) a plurality of storage cells for containing bits of binary information, said storage cells being disposed at the intersections of a plurality of row conductors and a plurality of column conductors;
(b) interfacing logic means disposed at a location removed from close proximity to said storage cells for receiving information from the computers directing access to ones of said storage cells;
(c) first light source means associated with said interfacing logic means for transmitting a first light beam with said access information modulated thereon, said first light source means including a plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of said row conductors;
(d) first light detecting means associated with said storage cells for receiving said first light beam, for generating an electrical signal containing said access information, and for conducting said electrical signal to the one of said storage cells to which it is directed, said first light detector means including a plurality of light beam detectors inserted into respective ones of said row conductors to divide said row conductors into sub-rows; and,
(e) reflecting means disposed between said first light source means and said first light detecting means for reflecting said first light beam from said first light source means to said first light detecting means.

22. The computer memory of claim 21 wherein said storage cells are controlled by a clock signal and additionally comprising:

(a) second light source means for transmitting a second light beam with the clock signal modulated thereon;
(b) a plurality of second light detecting means associated with said storage cells for receiving said second light beam, for generating an electrical clock signal therefrom, and for conducting said electrical clock signal to the ones of said storage cells associated with respective ones of said second light detecting means; and,
(c) said reflecting means including broadcast means for reflecting said second light beam from said second light source means to said plurality of second light detecting means.

23. The computer memory of claim 21 wherein said storage cells are disposed at the intersections of a plurality of row conductors and a plurality of column conductors and wherein:

(a) said first light source means includes a plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of said row conductors; and,
(b) said first light detector means includes a plurality of light beam-detectors corresponding to respective ones of said row conductors.

24. The computer memory of claim 23 wherein:

(a) said first light source means includes a plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of said column conductors; and,
(b) said first light detector means includes a plurality of light beam detectors corresponding to respective one of said column conductors.

25. The computer memory of claim 24 wherein:

(a) said first light source means includes a plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of said column conductors; and,
(b) said first light detector means includes a plurality of light beam detectors inserted into respective ones of said column conductors to divide said column conductors into sub-columns.

26. The computer memory of claim 21 and additionally comprising:

(a) data interfacing logic means connected to said storage cells for conducting data into and out of said storage cells;
(b) third light source means operably connected to said data interfacing logic means for transmitting to the computers a third light beam having data from said storage cells modulated thereon;
(c) third light detecting means operably connected to said data interfacing logic means for receiving from the computers a fourth light beam containing data to be written into said storage cells modulated thereon, for generating an electrical data signal therefrom, and for conducting said electrical data signal to said data interfacing logic means to be written by said data interfacing logic means into the ones of said storage cells to which it is directed; and,
(d) said reflecting means including means for reflecting said third light beam from said third light...
source means to the computers and for reflecting said fourth light beam from the computers to said third light detecting means.

27. A multi-port, binary computer memory for interfacing with a plurality of computers comprising:
(a) a plurality of storage cells for containing bits of binary information, said storage cells being disposed at the intersections of a plurality of row conductors and a plurality of column conductors;
(b) interfacing logic means disposed at a location removed from close proximity to said storage cells for receiving information from the computers directing access to ones of said storage cells;
(c) first light source means associated with said interfacing logic means for transmitting a first light beam with said access information modulated thereon, said first light source means including a plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of said row conductors;
(d) first light detecting means associated with said storage cells for receiving said first light beam, for generating an electrical signal containing said access information, and for conducting said electrical signal to the one of said storage cells to which it is directed, said first light detector means including a plurality of light beam detectors inserted into respective ones of said row conductors to divide said row conductors into sub-rows;
(e) second light source means for transmitting a second light beam with the clock signal modulated thereon;
(f) a plurality of second light detecting means associated with said storage cells for receiving said second light beam, for generating an electrical clock signal therefrom, and for conducting said electrical clock signal to the ones of said storage cells associated with respective ones of said second light detecting means; and,
(g) reflecting means disposed between said first light source means and said first light detecting means and between said second light source means and said second light detecting means for reflecting said first light beam from said first light source means to said first light detecting means, said reflecting means including broadcast means for reflecting said second light beam from said second light source means to said plurality of second light detecting means.

28. The computer memory of claim 27 wherein said storage cells are disposed at the intersections of a plurality of row conductors and a plurality of column conductors and wherein:
(a) said first light source means includes a plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of said row conductors; and,
(b) said first light detector means includes a plurality of light beam-detectors corresponding to respective ones of said row conductors.

29. The computer memory of claim 28 wherein:
(a) said first light source means includes a plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of said column conductors; and,
(b) said first light detector means includes a plurality of light beam detectors corresponding to respective ones of said column conductors.

30. The computer memory of claim 29 wherein:
(a) said first light source means includes a plurality of light beam-emitting sources corresponding to respective ones of said column conductors; and,
(b) said first light detector means includes a plurality of light beam detectors corresponding to respective ones of said column conductors.

31. The computer memory of claim 27 and additionally comprising:
(a) data interfacing logic means connected to said storage cells for conducting data into and out of said storage cells;
(b) third light source means operably connected to said data interfacing logic means for transmitting to the computers a fourth light beam having data from said storage cells modulated thereon;
(c) third light detecting means operably connected to said data interfacing logic means for receiving from the computers a fourth light beam containing data to be written into said storage cells modulated thereon, for generating an electrical data signal therefrom, and for conducting said electrical data signal to said data interfacing logic means to be written by said data interfacing logic means into the ones of said storage cells to which it is directed; and,
(d) said reflecting means including means for reflecting said third light beam from said third light source means to the computers and for reflecting said fourth light beam from the computers to said third light detecting means.